Wallace, Lattimore Speak at Student Association Meeting

By John Benter

Once Lattimore and Henry Wallace were the principal speakers at a regional meeting of the National Student Association last week at Mar­
ne. The two men, refused permission to speak at several other colleges recently, were supported in the activity of the two days by a roster of some of the best minds in the educational and political fields. The purpose of the conference was to evaluate U.S. foreign policy and draw conclusions from past actions that might be ap­plied in the future.

Blanket Policy

Lattimore, who was pitted against William Manchester of the Wall Street Journal in a discussion of our China problem, held that we should not make the mistake of having one blank­et policy for both Asia and Europe because they differ in so many different ways.

Manchester criticized the State Department's China policy of the '30s, which was designed to prop up the Chiang Kai-shek government with a large amount of money, a point which Wallace felt was an important factor in the formation of our present policies.

The two men did meet head-on, however, in the discussion in which Wallace, speaking for Japan, claimed that we would have to allow all aid to the Japanese so that they would work with us and that with proper manipulation, we could have avoided way too many side issues. Manchester made an important point in the formation of the conference when he held that we should propose no solutions to the problem at all, but allow the journalist on this point, he said, to be obviously disagreed.

Fraternities Elect New Members of IFC

The ten new members of the Inter­ fraternity Council were elected last week to replace the 1952-53 Council. Ray Parrot was elected to represent Alpha Delta Phi, Don Burns was chosen by Theta Xi, and Gordon Cossy, president of the Alpha Phi Omega, was selected by their respective fraternalities. The election of officers will take place at the Monday meeting of the IFC.

ATTENTION, JUNIORS!

Ring orders for the Class of '53 will be taken through the Bookstore, the Ring Committee office, and by Don Pessin of the IFC, which ran weakly in the paper several weeks ago, and decided to give it a final run in the last two issues of the Tripod.

Reviewers Praise Lectures by Vidal

By Odysseus Flash

Last Thursday evening the Trinity lecture committee concluded their series with Mr. Gore Vidal, himself a writer of only six years' experience. Mr. Vidal introduced his talk with the news that he had mis­placed his notes, and was therefore using hasty improvisations. He then proceeded with the lecture, which this reviewer has ever heard on a subject concerned with aesthetics.

Virginia Woolf Expresses Substance of his thesis was Virginia Woolf's distinction between "materialistic and spiritual" writers and a rather elastic defense of the latter. In illustrating the com­mon faculation of materialists he cited especially Maliseet, James Jones, Tavish Shaw, and John Burns but noted that the two had different qualities of greatness, an exception to what we think the speaker treated too much as a rule. On the subject of sensibility, Capeke, Teposee William­son, and Paul Bowles received his praise with Carson McCullers who was described as one of the most sensi­tive in the field of our era. Of Bowles: "decadent in a grand manner."

Vidal deplored the modern genre of specialized criticism, saying it admis­sively an incapacity for true artistc empathy, and that the critics had become paranoid. The volume of insignificant fic­tion being written today is a threat to the peace of society.

The Eastern Fraternity League Meeting, originally slated to be held at Princeton this past weekend, has been de­layed. Trinity's delegation of six men, to compose the three-man team, is still unselected. The subject, the National Wage and Price Issue remains the same.

The New Senate for 1952-53: Bested 1 to 7: Arthur Tildesley, Ralph Davis, John Linn, John H. Burns, and Gordon Cossy, Standing, Doug MacArthur; Stan Miller, Joseph Wolfen­berger, and Charles Wrinn, vice-presidents; Raymond Parrot, Bill Lauffer, and Ray Parrott.

College Athenaeum Defeats Princeton

This week the Athenaeum Society played host to, and defeated, a vis­iting debate squad from Princeton University, as they completed plans for their annual Spring Banquet.

On April 11, the Princetoningers started a tour of New England, in preparation for their forthcoming intercollegiate tournament, by losing the decision to the Trinity representa­tives. Other schools listed on the current Princeton schedule include: Smith, Mt. Holyoke, Williams, Am­herst, and Yale.
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THE CAMPUS CHEST

The Campus Chest has gone over its initially-high goal by $400. The results of the drive will be found elsewhere in this paper. However, we make every Trinity proud. In past years, the fund has not been over-enumerated, but the potential has always been on the campus, relatively untouched. Why, then, did this particular drive succeed so admirably? The answer is threefold: hard work, organization, and originality.

Great credit is due Dean Holland and Dick Allen, who so ably organized the drive. They trained their workers effectively so that the personal visitations were made early and late, and they came up with an idea that put the drive over with a bang: the plan of pledging new and old members. The plan was put into active use in September, when most students' pockets were well-lined. The profession-al-looking and appealing brochure which they distributed helped greatly.

If every college fund or organization could be as effectively run as was the Campus Chest, Trinity would have few worries to face in the future. We only hope that the next fund will come up to the high caliber of this year.

HAMILN AND CLEANLINESS

There are many grips which seem to be common to all campuses; compulsory chapel, physical education, and college diets. The latter is the most recurrent grip here; but, like the weather, everyone talks about it, but no one does anything. It is a tradition at Trinity College that every freshman must grip about the quality, quantity, and desirability of food a la Hamilton.

The Class of 55 has, so far, persistently followed this custom. They have recently, however, organized a committee to interview the dean and the dining hall authorities to investigate the possibility of improvement. This group is now in the process of completing its reports, and it is hoped that it will come up with a few positive suggestions to ameliorate the college diet and curtail the recurrent and irritating problem.

The Hall Advisory Board immediately improved the method of serving the meals. The atmosphere behind the windows was thoroughly and, to say the least, not conducive to the enjoyment of any meal. The food had been cold and open by the hour, even at the point of putting a fifteen minute time-on-the-heater handed out, and also served on dirty plates. The food is displayed poorly for a cafeteria, e.g., when they have apples a crate is shown on the counter and the eager customers must hurry for the fruit. Those who come late are generally out of luck. Wouldn't it be so much better to place each apple on individual dishes? Sometimes the little things count a lot.

A pall hangs over the office. The fateful moment has come when we must admit that the immortal "Fetal Air" is lost. We've sniffed everywhere but can't seem to find it. Watch next week for a double dose.

THE EXCHANGE RACK

With Dick Yeomans

How would you like to receive 45 newspapers a week, plus enough literature to form an additional three inches high? That, roughly, is the amount of mail the Tripod receives weekly, some of it useful to the staff and editors; some provides informative reading only; some is outright ridiculous.

The newspapers mentioned above fall into a different category than the remainder of the mail. They are the publications of other colleges, most of them in New England, who, in exchange, receive copies of the Tripod.

Among those which arrive regularly are the Wesleyan Argus, William & Mary Record, Andover Advertiser, Connecticut Campus, Connecticut College News, Holy Cross Tomahawk, Middlebury Campus, Vermont Crier, Massachusetts College Journal and Union Concordian.

Some Arrive Irregularly

There are others, like the Springfield Field and Tufts Weekly, which, for some unknown reason, arrive only irregularly. Of the large university newspaper, the Boston Daily Herald is the only one the Tripod receives. Many of the legionate news items in the Tripod's pages were originally news items in these papers which have been rewritten by the editors and staff of the Trinity paper.

As for the remainder of the mail, glance through that received during recent weeks and see if these popular items are found:

Paul-Ford Dancing Page
A copy of Capricorn Records' Music News, a magazine approximately the size of Quick, and from which one may learn that Lou Paul and Mary Ford are dancing with Putti Page for the 1951 top-selling recording artist.
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In Review...

Norman J. Castle, III

The combined concert, presented by the glee clubs of Skidmore College and Trinity, was without doubt one of the best choral presentations of the season here at Trinity. This, of course, does not mean that the concert approached perfection, for it is not possible to do so; however, it gives us hope of improvement in years to come for this important department of our school music. Indeed, it is a step in the right direction.

Mr. Hoyt L. Irwin and Mr. J. C. Cutler, the directors of the respective Skidmore and Trinity organizations, divided the concert into four sections with the Trinity Triad leading between the second and fourth groups. Undoubtedly the first group, led by the glee clubs of the poorest. This group consisted of American music, and the only numbers on the program, require a group of the performance in the Intercollegiate League. It was very evident that most of the performers did not hit these two points well in hand; is, there was probably an effort to find its own way to make a place for itself. The glee clubs of both Trinity and Skidmore were very good, and the major portion of the performance was the choral section of the Trinity glee club. The music was well performed, the harmonies were well sustained, and the tempo and rhythm were well maintained. The vocalists were good, and the orchestra was well directed. The Trinity Glee Club under Mr. Cutler showed a decided improvement. The performances are the third group on the program. Their most successful number was "The Gipsy in Spain" by Thomson. In the tone this was good, well balanced and precise. Although "Heavenly Light" by Kaylor was a beautiful number, it was quite a disappointment, there are two points upon which I must express the directors. The first of them was the second time was exceedingly strained. The tempo hit the notes, this was a problem. The band, was reaching for them rather than coming down to them. The second problem was that they would not come down to the audience, they would only reach for the distant and that was their performance in the "Eho Song" at one point they actually went off the audience.

The Trinity Glee Club under Mr. Cutler showed a decided improvement. The performances are the third group on the program. Their most successful number was "The Gipsy in Spain" by Thomson. In the tone this was good, well balanced and precise. Although "Heavenly Light" by Kaylor was a beautiful number, it was quite a disappointment, there are two points upon which I must express the directors. The first of them was the second time was exceedingly strained. The tempo hit the notes, this was a problem. The band, was reaching for them rather than coming down to them. The second problem was that they would not come down to the audience, they would only reach for the distant and that was their performance in the "Eho Song" at one point they actually went off the audience.

In the final group, both Glee Clubs showed up to better advantage than they had in the first. The tone was good and even the harmonization was improved. Of course, here again I must criticize the tone in one particular piece in much better, better, and that was their performance in the "Eho Song" at one point they actually went off the audience.
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Tickets for "Room Service" To Go on Sale Tomorrow at Noon

Performances Set for Senior Ball Weekend; Marden to Star

Tickets to the Jesters’ comedy production, Room Service, may be obtained at noon tomorrow in Cook shop, and will continue to be available until next Wednesday. Tickets go on sale to Athletic Card holders; $1.00 is the price of general admission.

The following evening, May 5, Thursday, May 8, Saturday, May 10; Monday, May 12; and Tuesday, May 13, Performances will begin at 8:30, except for Saturday night when the time has been moved ahead to 8:00, to accommodate partygoers.

Two attractive girls are taking the leading parts, Janice McFinn of Aldine Locks and Ann Steed of Hartford. Cast as the bared theatrical producer who has many a difficult putting his show on Broadway is Dicki Foley. Other interesting roles are handled by campus favorites Joe Winkler, Sam Fairway, Stan Sirovich, Mike Schonberg, and Wil Falkiner. Lending their talents to supporting parts are Jack Massarel- la, Gay Stephens, Alan Kurland, Terry Ford, Jim Mitchell, and Dave Kennedy.

The Production Manager of Room Service in Patterson, Walter, behind the_scenery cover is Paul Neal. Lights are in charge of Jack Davis and Guy Bix, will attend to the Costuming. Publicity is the concern of Merv Ber- evick. John Foley is at the head of the Scene department. Props will be furnished by Hugh Dickinson.

The TRINITY TRIPOD

Elections

(Continued from page 1.)

Miller, a member of Alpha Chi Rho, is former secretary of the Sophomore Dining Club, was president of his class during the past year, and was also voted a senator. Buy Parrent’s, a new class marshal, was president of his sophomore class, is a member of Alpha Delta Phi, the swimming team, and is a co-business manager of the Jesters.

New President of the Class of ’54, Dick Hirsch, is News Editor and member of the Tripod Executive Board. He belongs to Theta Xi, and is a member of the Jesters as well. Pete Cazalough of Sigma Nu is a member of both soccer and lacrosse teams. Jim Logan, a member of Alpha Phi Alpha, plays varsity football, and was recently elected chairman of the Intramural Board.

Phil Craig, President of the Class of ’53, is the former acting-president of his class and has played both freshman tennis and basketball. Jerry Hatfield, who was his class secretary-treasurer, is a member of the Review Board and of the cheer choir. Dave Johnson belongs to the Interdormitory Council and the band.

The elections for the class officers of the Jesters are now open on Monday, May 10, to lock in dormitories for next fall. The number of seats filled is an indication of the number of students taking the college. The election for the class officers of the Jesters is now open on Monday, May 10, to lock out dormitories for next fall. The number of seats filled is an indication of the number of students taking the college.

Student Union is Proposed by Council

At the recent meeting of the Interdormitory Council, several important innovations were proposed which will greatly benefit the students. Perhaps the most important improvement discussed concerned formation of a Student Union. In the past, there have been a minimum of ways for a student to entertain guests at the college, and the problem is growing. To alleviate this condition, there is a possibility that the bottom of the new library will be utilized as a game room, complete with a snack bar and dance floor. Other ideas were to use the old library, or to construct a new building. Also in regard to this problem, the Council is attempting to procure Cook Lounge for student use when the faculty is not eating there.

Discussed next was the possibility of entering the entry phone numbers in the Hartford Directory to allow off-campus callers to reach their party sooner. Under the auspices of Don Pendegast a cigarette machine was placed in Elton, and it proves satisfactory, the Council will install a coke machine. The Council reminds the students that Elton loungers are open from 4 o'clock on Sundays in order to entertain visitors.

Aiken Calls Campus Chest

Successful; Goal Topped

Cake Sale and WRTC Marathon Contribute

To Campaign

Richard Aiken, Chairman of the Campus Chest, announced yesterday that "this year's campaign has been a complete success." The goal of $5,000 was topped by more than $400.

Assisting Aiken were the following: Dick Housman, Vice-Chairman; Dick Christiansen, Fraternity; Dave Roberts, Freshmen; Phil Trosbridge, Off Campus; Joe Wallenberg, On Campus Neutrals; Ted Thomas, Faculty.

Delta Phi, Alpha Delta Phi, Theta Alpha, and the Freshman exceeded their goals. The cake sale brought in $171, while the WRTC Marathon added another $25.

Alpha Delta Phi Selects

Pat Keller as New Prexy

Patterson Keller was elected President of Alpha Delta Phi last Monday evening. Other officers chosen at the same time are Richard Aiken, Vice-Presi- dent; Raymond Parrett, Treasurer; John McFar, Recording Secretary; David McCarver, Corresponding Secretary; and William Murray, Historian.

---

Get Acquainted with

WASHINGTON PHARMACY

159 Washington St., Cor. Park

HEARTSTONE RESTAURANT

Select your own steak

See it broiled over Hickory logs

Open kitchen

Cocktail lounge

40 MAPLE AVE., HARTFORD

HUNTER PRESS, INC.

81-83 LAUREL STREET

FINEST PRINTING

LETTERPRESS, MULTILITH

Telephones: 2-1076 2-1044

The Moyer Gallery

252 TRUMBULL STREET

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
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Be Happy-GO LUCKY

In a cigarette, taste

makes the difference—

and Luckies taste better!

The difference between "just smoking" and really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a cigarette. You can taste the difference in the smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a Lucky . . . for two important reasons. First, L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine, fine . . . mild tobacco that tastes better. Second, Luckies are made to taste better . . . proved best-made of all five principal brands. So reach for a Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better! Be Happy—Go Lucky! Buy a carton today!

When I light up a Lucky,

I know just what’s in store—

A cigarette of mildest blend

And taste that calls for more!

Donald K. Hess

Franklin and Marshall College

L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike

Means Fine Tobacco

The Rebels and the Yanks were foes. But now they know nothing else can match the taste Of L.S./M.F.T.
Making fine beer is an art we've studied for over a hundred years

With some folks making beer is a business. With others it's a trade. With us it's an art—an art that can't be learned overnight. We've been brewing lager beer in America longer than anybody else. The knowledge and skill painstakingly acquired by each generation of Schaefer brewers have been passed on to the next—and the next—and the next. So it's not surprising that today's Schaefer beer—clear, dry, mellow—is considered by folks who appreciate true beer to be just as close to perfection as it is possible to attain.
Whinn Four-hits Coast Guard for 2nd Win; Trin Makes 7 Errors in Springfield Loss

Following a 3 to 2 loss to Springfield in the week, the Hilltoppers came back to whip the Coast Guard nine to 3 to 2, then again it was Charlie Whinn who pushed Trinity to victory.

The Coast Guard contest was a pitcher's duel all the way. Ed Daniels limited the Jounoon to six hits and only one of them was a clean blow. Whinn, on the other hand, gave up four hits and but one walk. Daniels cut 4.

Coast Guard Bats Unlearned

The Cadets jumped off to an early lead with an unearned run in the fifth inning. Their lead was increased to 2 to 0 in the top of the seventh, when they made a second unearned run. Latham scored this one after he tripled and came in on Rick Parsons' fly. In the bottom of the seventh, however, Bill Lauffer began a small rally by drawing a base.

Mazurk then hit a ground down toward third. Benson picked it up and threw over first base, and Laffler got to third and Mazurk to second on the overthrow.

Dave-Bear hit a fly to short left, and Laffler had to hold on. Dave Smith drew a walk, leading the bases, and Whinn came up next. He hit a ground ball to the shortstop and Lauffer came home with Trinity's first run. O'Brien bunted to end the inning.

Trin Takes It in Eighth

The eighth inning gave Trinity its victory. Parsons led off and grounded out. Chistolini hit a ground ball to Benson, who bobbled it. Del Marzauk hustled to the pitcher's box, the pitcher threw to second to get Chistolini, but the throw was too late and all hands were safe.

Lauffer then lofted one over the third baseman's head, for a single, and Mazurk bunted, and DeL-Mastro after Smith knocked out.

In the seventh the roof fell in. Three errors, three walks, and two singles, gave Mazurk a trip to the showers, and gave Springfield the winning runs. Al Smith came on and got out the fire.

Trinity did all of its run-making in the third frame. Mazurk singled after Smith struck out. O'Brien bunted and while Mazurk stole second, Parsons brought him in with a single to right, and took second on the throw to the plate. Chistolini belted the first hit three runs, and with runners on second and third, Mazurk came in.

North Dakota's Errors in Springfield Loss

North Dakota's errors on offense, plus the Trin Elmsn will fight the Panthers at the university of Massachusetts this Thursday. In one of their first games, Captain Don Smith and his men soundly trounced a well-rated Boston College team under excellent pitching contributed by "Cool Chef" Corbin, who tallied eight strikeouts.

Congratulations to Jim Logan of XAP, who was chosen by the Intramural Board as its new chairman. Jim played second string quarterback for the 1951-52 varsity football squad.

After their match with WPI, the Trin Nestmen will field the Panthers from up Middletown way. According to a release, the first four men on the Vermonters' squad are equal in ability. Their standout man appears to be Jan Luytjes, a veteran of last year's aggregation.

Sports Shorts

Dave Fisher, Trinity's perennial frontman, nixed the State Championships in the third and last weapon last Saturday at Waterbury. He had previously placed third in open and eighth in foil. "Lucky," who attributes his successes to a charmed ring, took another eighth at the same meet.

We saw Bill Gersonski on campus this past Sunday. Bill, who was seriously injured last fall in the encounter with the Tufts football squad, expects to be back at school next semester and hopes to play baseball next spring.

From Worcester Polytech comes word that none of their teams has been hit as hard as has the varsity tennis squad. Captain Manny Popas will be one of Coach Wadsworth's main hopes over their eight game birth into left field for a base hit, bringing Parsons in.

Hmmm... Another man switched to Kentucky Club— the thoroughbred of pipe tobaccos

Look! Another man switched to Kentucky Club—the thoroughbred of pipe tobaccos

DO IT TODAY! SWITCH TO MILD KENTUCKY CLUB

Notice how much better your pipe smoke—how much better your mouth feels. Once you switch to Kentucky Club, the rush of unloading clogged fine pipes and how to get them? Pacific Tobacco Co., Wheeling, W. Va. Dept. 39

COMPLETE TUXEDO

$5.00

Suit, tie, studs, boots, suspenders

Empire Formal Wear

OPEN Evenings

(Transportation to and from show can be arranged)

Tel. N. B. 3-2756

(REVERSE CHARGES)

1414 EAST STREET

NEW BRITAIN

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

No. 41...THE MAGPIE

"I DON'T GET SOME OF THE CHATTER!"

"He's a chatterbox himself—outclassed by no one! But the fancy double-talk of cigarette tests was too fast for him! He knew—before the garbled gobbledygook started—a true test of cigarette mildness is steady smoking. Millions of smokers agree—there's a thorough test of cigarette mildness.

It's the sensible test...the 30-day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke—on a day-after-day, pack-after-pack basis. No snap judgments. Once you've tried Camels in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why...

After all the Mildness Tests...

Camel leads all other brands by billions

In season. This should bolster the hopes of the Bantam racqueaters who face WPI on Wednesday.

According to the sked, the Bantams will face a strong ball club from the University of Massachusetts this Thursday. In one of their first games, Captain Don Smith and his men soundly trounced a well-rated Boston College team under excellent pitching contributed by "Cool Chef" Corbin, who tallied eight strikeouts.
Flesh Trackmen Defeat U. of Mass. Here
In Mud; Law Scores in Three Events

Last Saturday on a muddy Trinity Law also came in second in the 100-
field and before a meager group of
rain-drenched spectators, the Trinity
freshmen swamped the University of Massachusetts freshmen by the over-
whelming score of 104-18.

Leading the scoring attack for Trin-
ity was Don Law, who compiled eleven
points as show.

Field and before a meager group of
yard dash. driver
Mass ac hus etts freshm en by the over-
hit and won both th shot put and the
name and the mob of fans clamoring

"Waters," she replied, "Just Wat-
er." She climbed into the cab and
was gone, with no more communism
than if she had been the most anony-

mous chorus girl.

Student Association

(Continued from page 1)

ther, who attacked the contention that
the government of Germany and Japan to protect the United States
against the Soviets would be foolish.
He felt that neither of the two nations
would be willing to fight for the Uni-
ted States. Other speakers during the two-day
series of meetings included McGee,
Hundry, Harvard professor and writer
for the Atlantic Monthly, several Mid-
die-Eastern leaders, and many facil-


In Review

(Continued from page 2)

the minor cast members in her dress-
ing room. Finally she spied the taxi-
driver who had been waiting patient-
ly by the door since the end of the
desk. He was unimpressed by her
name and the mob of fans clamoring
for her autograph. Carefully he ask-
ed, "Are you the party I'm waiting
for? What name did you give?"

"Waters," she replied, "Just Wat-
ner." She climbed into the cab and
gone, with no more communism
than if she had been the most anony-

mous chorus girl.
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SUPPLY, INC.

Hartford, Conn.

Est. 1899
Conn's Exclusive Rental House
PIERBERG'S
Formal Clothes For Hire
52 Village St., Hartford, Conn.
Before State Theater
Phone 6-1247

Hartford National Bank & Trust Co.

Hartford, Conn.

Connecticut's Oldest and Largest Bank
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Six Convenient Branches in Greater Hartford
"Resources to handle the largest — the will to serve the smallest."

Witham Drug Co.

We certify that Chesterfield
is our largest selling cigarette
by...2 to 1

SIGNED...Shirley Reiter.......

PROPRIETRESS

FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
NEW YORK
Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

CO-EDUCATIONAL
Member of Ass'n of American Law Schools

Matriculants must be College graduates and present full
transcript of

Four-Year Evening Course

co-religionists receive full
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Hartford National Bank & Trust Co.

Hartford, Conn.

CONNECTICUT'S OLDEST AND LARGEST BANK
Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Six Convenient Branches in Greater Hartford
"Resources to handle the largest — the will to serve the smallest."
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Witham Drug Co.
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Because

CHESTERFIELDS

are much MILDERS and give

you the ADDED PROTECTION of

NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE*

* FROM THE REPORT OF A WELL-KNOWN RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

CASE, LOCKWOOD AND BRAINARD
Printers to Trinity College for Many Years
A Division of Connecticut Printers, Inc.
85 TRUMBULL ST.
HARTFORD, CONN.

College View Tavern
215 ZION STREET
OUR SPECIALTY—GRINDERS
STEAK SANDWICHES

Frosh Baseball

(Continued from page 4.)

As it was growing darker, the
crowd seemed to be heading for a
4-4 tie. But with two out and three
aboard in the last of the eighth, two
consecutive hits, by Karchinski and
Magelaus, the first, squashed three runs across the plate. The
contest was called at that point.

Trinity collected seven runs on six
hits and one error, leaving ten runs
on base, while Amherst had four runs
on six hits and three errors, leaving
seven aboard. The losing pitcher
was who came on to relieve Joy in the fifth.

The second game of the current
season, scheduled for last Saturday
at Yale, was called because of rain.